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BOTH AND ALL TOGETHER?

The meaning of éééémmmmffffÒÒÒÒtttteeeerrrrooooiiii

MARTTI LEIWO

1. Introduction

The standard meaning of émfÒteroi is 'both' but a semantic extension 'all
(together)' is also recorded in dictionaries in three different contexts: 1) The
Acts of the Apostles and Diod. Sic. 1.75.1–2, 2) Papyri, and 3) Byzantine
chronicles.1 The alleged semantic expansion is the centre of attention in this
paper. I will argue that the meaning 'all (together)' is not a genuine semantic
derivation as has been suggested (see below) but due to 1) hypercorrect use,
2) non-native speakers' misunderstanding of Greek epistolary formulas, and,
3) generally, grouping of pairs totally in line with the basic meaning 'both'.
To start with, we can immediately put aside the passage of Diodorus. There
is nothing strange in it, and it has nothing to do with the extended meaning.2

                                           
1 This article has been carried out within the framework of the project Interaction
between the Greek and the Roman World funded by the Academy of Finland. Martti
Nyman, Hilla Halla-aho and Marja Vierros have read an earlier version of this article,
and I am very grateful for their comments. LSJ , s.v. émfÒteroi; W. Bauer,
Griechisch–deutsches Wörterbuch zur den Schriften des Neuen Testaments und der
frühchristlichen Literatur. 6. ed. herausg. von K. Aland und B. Aland, Berlin – New
York 1988, s.v.; E.A. Sophocles, Greek Lexicon of the Roman and Byzantine Periods,
Cambridge, Harvard 1914, s.v. E. Kriarãw, LejikÚ t∞w mesaivnik∞w •llhnik∞w
dhm≈douw grammate›aw 1100–1669, tÒmow B, Yessalon¤kh 1971, s.v. See also E.
Mayser, Grammatik der griechischen Papyri aus der Ptolemäerzeit II, 2, Berlin –
Leipzig 1934, 93–94, and especially note 2. This meaning may be understood, e.g., in P.
Lond. II, 336, 13, 221 = Chrest. Mitt. 174.
2 Diodorus discusses the questions of justice and punishment in Egypt: ...≤goÊmenoi tåw
§n to›w dikasthr¤oiw épofãseiw meg¤sthn =opØn t“ koin“ b¤ƒ f°rein    prÚw émfÒtera   .
d∞lon går ∑n ˜ti   t«n m¢n   paranomoÊntvn kolazom°nvn,   t«n d'   édikoum°nvn
bohye¤aw tugxanÒntvn, ér¤sth diÒryvsiw ¶stai t«n èmartvmãtvn (Diod. Sic.
1.75.1–2). This is a clear example of the normal use of the word: in both ways, i.e.
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First, I present some new data from Greek ostraca of Mons Claudianus
where émfÒteroi refers to more than two, then I give an overview and
analysis of the suggested parallels up until the Medieval Greek. Finally,
before conclusions I give some instances of the modern usage.

2. Letters in Mons Claudianus

The Roman quarry and fortress at Mons Claudianus, Egypt, has furnished us
with ca. 6000 written ostraca datable mostly between Trajan and Antoninus
Pius.3 The majority of the ostraca is in Greek, but there are a few Latin ones
as well. The ostraca published so far reveal many linguistically interesting
issues, but here I will only deal with a peculiar use of the word émfÒteroi.
The word is used 16 times in the private letters published in O.Claud. I-II,
which form my data, of which 10 have the meaning 'all'. The meaning 'both'
is clear in O.Claud. 230 (Dioskoros), 238 (Eponykhos), 267 (anonym) and
280 (Herakleides and Dionysios). Two letters are fragmentary: 234
(Dioskoros) and 263 (anonym) so that the exact meaning cannot be clarified.
The meaning 'all' is found in 7 (= 6 + 1 uncertain but probable) instances of
Dioskoros, and also in 237 (Didymos), 260 (Maximus) and 272
(Patrempabathes), i.e. 10 instances.

As can be seen the word is not much attested in the data (16
attestations – out of which 13 can be classified as regards their exact lexical
meaning – from 416 documents4), but it is used most of all by a modest
vegetable farmer called Dioskoros in his correspondence (O. Claud. II

                                           
offenders against the law should be punished and the injured parties should be afforded
compensation and assistance. So Bauer, cit., prÚw émfÒtera 'für alles, in jeder Hinsicht',
is incorrect.
3 The ostraca have been published in Mons Claudianus. Ostraca Graeca et Latina I,
1–190 (DFIFAO XXIX, 1992), (eds.) J. Bingen, A. Bülow-Jacobsen, W. Cockle, H.
Cuvigny, L. Rubinstein, W. Van Rengen, and II, 191–416 (DFIFAO XXXII, 1997),
(eds.) J. Bingen, A. Bülow-Jacobsen, W. Cockle, H. Cuvigny, F. Kayser, W. Van
Rengen, and III, 417–600 (DFIFAO XXXV) 2000 (ed.) H. Cuvigny. I have discussed the
ostraca material also in a paper "Substandard Greek. Remarks from Mons Claudianus" in
N. Kennel-J. Tomlinson (eds.), Ancient Greece at the Turn of the Millenium: Recent
Work and Future Perspectives. Canadian Archaeological Institute at Athens
(forthcoming).
4 Naturally the word can manifest itself only in a suitable semantic context.
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224–242). Dioskoros wrote letters concerned with small-scale transporting
of vegetables. His letters are nearly all addressed to the same three persons,
called Drakon, Eremesis and Ammonianos. The last one presumably was
curator praesidii of Mons Claudianus.5

The salutary formula of Dioskoros is very idiomatic (all numbers
refer to O.Claud.):

(225) DiÒskorow Drãkvn ka‹ Eremhsiw ka‹ ÉAmmvnianÚw kourãtvr
émfot°roiw to›w filtãtoiw pollå xa(¤rein).
(226) DiÒskorow Drãkvn ka‹ Er[emhsiw] ka‹ ÉAmmvnianÚw kourãtvr ̀̀̀̀̀k̀̀[a‹]
PetoseÇ r iw ka‹ Pan¤skow émfot°roi[w] to›w filtãtoiw poll(å) xa¤(rein).
(227)6 DiÒskorow Drãkvn ka‹ Eremh``s``i``w`` ka‹ ÉAmmonian“ to›w émfot°roiw
filtãtoiw pollå xa¤rein.
(228) DiÒskorow Drãkvn ka‹ Eremh`s`i`w` ka‹ ÉAmmonianÚw kourã``t(vr)7

émfot°roiw to›w filtãtoiw pollå xa¤(rein).
(229) DiÒskorow Drãkvn ka‹ Eremh`[siw] ka‹ ÉAmmvnianÚw émfot°roi[w to›w]
filtãtoiw pollå xa¤r(ein).
(232) [DiÒskorow Drãkvn] ka‹ Erem<hs>iw ka‹ ÉAm[mvnianÚw kourãtor]ow8

to›w émfot°roiw fil[tãtoiw ? ? ple]›sta xa¤rein.
(233) [ÉAmmv]nian[Úw ka‹ PetosiÇ ]r`iw ka‹ Pan¤skow é[mfo]t°roiw to›w
filtãtoiw k[a‹ timi]vtãtoiw pollå xa¤re[in].

The reference of émfÒteroiw is in all cases clearly three or more
recipients.

In addition, in (230) DiÒskorow ÉAm`[mvnian“ ka‹] SouroËti
émfo[t°roiw xa¤rein] the reference is customary 'both' and in a fragmentary
233 é[mfo]t°roiw to›w filtãtoiw k[a‹ timi]vtãtoiw the number of
recipients is unknown. Before suggesting any explanations some comments
on Greek-Egyptian language contact will give useful context to these letters.

As we can see from the salutary formulas Dioskoros inflects
recipients' name – as far as we can say – only once (ÉAmmonian“, 227),
                                           
5 Bülow-Jacobsen, O. Claud. II, 43.
6 The ostracon is reused. The letter of Dioskoros has been written on the previous text of
which some lines can be seen.
7 The editor gives kourã̀t(ori) but the inflection is unprobable.
8 The completion kourãtor]ow is not plausible, as Dioskoros does not usually inflect this
word, and even if he inflected it, the genitive would be strange here. Dioskoros was not
so arbitrary in his opening formulas that this kind of form would be expected. Maybe
another name should be read, e.g. ka‹ Pan¤sk]ow, or the name Ammonianos is slightly
extended.
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which strongly implies that he was a native Egyptian speaker who used
Greek as his second language (=L2). The uncertainty in inflecting names
was typical of Egyptian speakers (see below). This Egyptian interaction is,
in my view, very important when studying a) the use and b) the lexical
meaning of émfÒteroi in this context.

Greek ostraca and papyri show clearly that personal names were often
left uninflected in certain documents, and there is much variation in the
noun declension as a whole.9 The reason of this frequent and systematic
linguistic idiosyncrasy is the contact of Egyptian and Greek. Quite often
imperfect learning and/or language attitude play a role in interference
process. In case of language shift the shifting group may create both
permanent changes and ephemeral variation in the language they are shifting
to, i.e. target language (TL). Obviously some Egyptian speakers really
shifted to Greek while others did not remaining more or less monolingual.10

However, some amount of bilingualism certainly existed that was enough to
create interference and cross-overs from Egyptian to Greek. There may have
been lack of sufficient access to Greek in some remote Egyptian villages, if
Greek was seldom spoken, but it is also conceivable that L2 users
consciously or unconsciously used characteristics that are not typical among
L1, i.e. Greek, speakers. Universally taken this kind of situation is common
enough, and may result to a variety where L2 learners carry over some

                                           
9 See P.W. Pestman, "Egizi sotto dominazioni straniere" in L. Criscuolo and G. Geraci
(eds.), Egitto e storia antica dall'Ellenismo all'età araba. Atti del colloquio
internazionale, Bologna 31 agosto – 2 settembre 1987, Bologna 1989, 150–152. See also
P. Fewster, "Bilingualism in Egypt", in J. N. Adams, M. Janse and S. Swain (eds.),
Bilingualism in Ancient Society. Language Contact and the Written Word. Oxford 2002,
238–241; M. Leiwo, "Scribes and Language variation", in L. Pietilä-Castrén – M.
Vesterinen (eds.) Grapta Poikila. Papers and Monographs of the Finnish Institute at
Athens VIII, He1sinki 2003, 1–11 with references to further reading.
10 On the extent and quality of bilingualism in Roman Egypt, see Fewster, 2002,
especially 241–245. I, for my part, have a slightly more positive view on common
Egyptians' ability to use Greek, since there seems to be quite frequent interaction
showing overcross from Egyptian to Greek starting from the 2nd cent. BC, cf. the
language of Hermias, M. Vierros, "Everything is Relative. The Relative Clause
Constructions of an Egyptian Scribe Writing Greek" in Grapta Poikila, cit., 13–23. If
Greek in Egypt has extensive morphosyntactic interference, it has to have been widely
used by the Egyptian speakers. However, this is a problematic issue, and needs detailed
linguistic analysis of Greek morphosyntactic idiosyncrasies in Egypt from the Egyptian
point of view. Only after such analysis we can tell the amount of interference.
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features of their own native language, especially marked features, into their
version of the TL. Moreover, if the shifting group is not integrated into the
original TL-speaking community, this may create an amalgam, TL3, of the
two varieties, that are TL1, which is the original native speakers' variety, and
TL2, which is the variety of the shifting group.11 What we cannot say at this
moment, is how extensive this kind of amalgam was in Egypt. It is,
however, possible that the use of émfÒteroi sheds some small amount of
light to this extensive question, if the outlines of my suggestion concerning
its use are at all plausible.

In Egyptian one of the most marked features compared to Greek is the
lack of noun inflection, i.e. there are no grammatical cases. Egyptians, who
were not masters of Greek grammar, had difficulties, or were careless, with
the Greek noun declension because Egyptian nouns had no cases.12 Nor did
Egyptian scribes who had a good command of Greek always follow strict
rules, although there seems to have been various commonly used idioms and
conventions.13 The indifference in using case endings has even some
sociolinguistic reasons, as in draft documents more variation can be found
than in official ones. There may, however, have been various
psycholinguistic factors functioning in the writer's mind as well, for instance
a feeling that some words have to be inflected more carefully than others.14

In any case, if the Egyptian name was not integrated in the Greek
morphology, i.e. it was not Hellenized, it was not even possible to add case
endings to it. We can be confident in arguing that the contact of Greek and
Egyptian had a considerable effect on the Greek variety written by
miscellaneous Egyptian scribes or any writers, and their native language has
to be taken into account when providing an accurate description of all Greek
varieties in Egypt.15 After this short excursion to the theoretical background
                                           
11 S.G. Thomason, Language Contact. An Introduction. Edinburg 2001, 74–75.
12 Leiwo (above n. 9 and above n. 3). As regards the inflection of Egyptian and
Hellenized names, see P.W. Pestman (above n. 9) 150–152; Fewster (above n. 9)
239–241. For the theoretical background, see Thomason (above n. 11, 66–71; 74–76).
13 See P.W. Pestman, The Archive of the Theban Choachytes (Second Century B.C.). A
Survey of the Demotic and Greek Papyri Contained in the Archive, Leuven 1993, § 25;
F.T. Gignac, A Grammar of the Greek Papyri of the Roman and Byzantine Periods II,
Morphology, Milano 1981, 57–61; 72–74; 78–79 lists the variation in declension of some
names without commenting on the reasons.
14 Leiwo (above n. 9, 8–10).
15 On interference in the formation of relative clauses during the 2nd cent. BC, see M.
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of contact-induced change and variation, we turn back to our sources.
Other examples from the Mons Claudianus data containing

émfÒteroi are as follows. A standardlike morphosyntax can be seen in the
salutary formula of two letters. The addressees of a letter of Didymos are the
same as those of Dioskoros:

(237) D¤dumow Drãkvnei ka‹ Erhmhsiw ka‹ ÉAmvnian«i émfot°roiw pollå
xa(¤rein).

Didymos leaves only the name Erhmhsiw uninflected, even if it
seemingly has the Greek nominative ending -is. But the name is not,
perhaps, properly Hellenized, and is therefore left uninflected. This is not at
all strange, since uninflected foreign nouns are common and well tolerated
in many inflecting languages, whereas borrowed verbs are generally adapted
into the morphology of the target language, because their syntactic weight is
greater.16

A letter of Maximus contains émfot°roiw connected with 5 names
which all are inflected in the dative:

(260) Mãjimow ÉAlejçti ka‹ ÉOrsenoÊfi ka‹ ÉAsklhpiãd˙ ka‹ Mar¤nƒ ka‹
L°onti émfot°roiw to›w édelfo›w ple›sta xa›rein.

All the above examples from Mons Claudianus share, thus, the same
idiom émfot°roiw (mostly together with to›w édelfo›w or to›w filtãtoiw)
always inflected in the dative plural.17 It is conceivable that the visual, and
perhaps even phonetic, representation of this idiom has lead to a transfixed
use without proper understanding of the grammatical form of the noun as in
O. Claud. 267 where the word should be in the nominative émfÒteroi. I will
come back to this question below:

(267) NvrbanÚw ka‹ ÑHrak[le¤dhw (?) émfo]t°roiw Taur¤nƒ ple›sta
xa›rein. prÚ m¢n pantÚw eÈx[Òmeya se fisxÊein (?)] ka‹ Ígia¤nein...

Norbanus, who had a good Latin name, seems to have been more
                                           
Vierros (above n. 10, 13–23).
16 W.U. Dressler, "What is the Core of Morphology", in J. Niemi, T. Odlin and J.
Heikkinen (eds.), Language Contact, Variation and Change (Studies in Languages 32),
Joensuu 1998, 26.
17 The use of filtãtoiw as an epithet becomes popular from the last half of the 2nd
century onwards. The formula is usually, e.g., ÉApoll≈niow strathg[Ú]w
ÉApollvnopol¤tou ÑEptakvm¤aw DidÊmvi ka‹ ÑHrakle¤vi §pisk°ptaiw toË aÈtoË
nomoË to›w filtãtoiw xa¤rein (P. Brem. 3, AD 2nd cent.).
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familiar with Latin than Greek since he used a Latin salutary idiom
translated into Greek in 268 (cf. also the letter of a Titioiw, O. Claud. 283).
Norbanus is a L2 user in this context which explains the syntactic lapse
émfo]t°roiw pro émfÒteroi in 267 above (the reading émfo]t°roiw is more
than probable), and it shows at the same time how this word was almost
transfixed to the dative plural in this context.18 Even 268 has a shaky syntax.
The formula goes as follows:

(268) NvrbanÚw Taur¤nƒ t“ édelf“ ple›sta xa›rin ka‹ diå pantÚw eÔ
Ígi°nvn    ka‹ §gΔ aÈtÚw Ígi°nv    ka‹ tÚ proskÊnhmã sou poioÇ  parå t∞w kur¤aw
ÖIsidow ... (= ego quoque valeo).19

In addition, I would like to cite what seems to be an excellent
example of case confusion:

(280) ÑHrakle¤d˙ ka‹ Dionus¤ƒ Pan¤skow ka‹ ÑErm›now to›w émfot°roiw
pollå xa¤r(ein). tÚ proskÊnhma Ím«n poi«men parå tª TÊx˙ toË praisid¤ou.
¶gracew ≤me›n tÒte ˜ti "¶pemca diplok°ramon Ïdvr". oÈk ¶dvken ≤m›n efi mØ
mikkÚn k°ramon. kÒmisen tÚ sfur¤din ì ¶pemcew ≤m›n ÍpÚ t«n xes`mãtvn ·na,
§ån eÏr˙w eÈker¤an, pãlin p°mcon ≤me›n §j aÈtoË. tå nËn oÎpv g°gonen tå
lãxana. mØ émelÆs˙w per‹ t«(n) demax¤vn ·na égorãs˙w. §rr«syai Ímçw
eÈxÒmeya, prosfil°statoi.

'Herakleides and Dionysios to Paniskos and Herminos both, many greetings. We
pray on your behalf to the Tykhe of the praesidium. You wrote to us then that "I
sent double jar of water". He did not give us but a small jar. Receive the basket of
excrement (?) which you sent to us, and send it back to us from him (?), if you
find an opportunity. At the time, the vegetables are not yet ripened. Don't forget
to buy the slices (of fish). We hope you are well, dearest.' (My translation)

In spite of the seemingly correct syntax in the salutary formula – the
                                           
18 As the case for the addressee, the dative is typical in many structures as well as in the
opening formulas, see e.g. BGU 1, 237, 7–9, 88–81 BC; BGU 4, 1102, 30–35, 13 BC;
BGU 8, 1811, 1–3, 8/7 BC, see also, e.g., P. Amh. 111, 10, AD 132: ka‹ TesenoÊfi …w
(§t«n) 25 oÈlØ metÒpƒ §j érister«n ka‹ St[o]toÆtei …w (§t«n) 21 ésÆmƒ    émfot°roiw  
ÜVrou toË PanefrÊ[m]mevw. This practise lead to misunderstandings, e.g., P. Fam.
Tebt. 24, 5, AD 124 (there are two almost identical copies of the same text. I have
combined them): [EÈãggelon Pãtrvnow ka‹ ÑHrakle¤dh]n tÚn ka‹ OÈal°rion ka‹
[Lus¤maxon émfot°rouw ÑHrakle¤dou ka‹ ÑArpokrat¤vna ka‹] ÉA`kous¤laon
émfot°roiw   ( = émfot°rouw) [Levn¤dou ...] .
19 I have found only one nearly identical idiom in Greek in a letter sent from Rome to
Egypt (BGU 1, 27 = Chrest. Wilck. 445 2nd/3rd cent.): [Efirhna›ow ÉApolinar¤vi t«i]
[filtãt]vi éde[l]f[«i] pol[l]å xa¤rei[n]. ka‹ diå p[a]ntÚw eÎxoma¤ se Ígi°nei<n> ka‹
§[gΔ] aÈtÚw Ígi°nv. Latin interference seems clear in both cases.
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dative ÑH rakl e¤ d  ̇ka‹  Di o n u s ¤ ƒ  and the nominative Pan ¤ s ko w  ka‹  ÑErm › n o w  –
the word order and the context together with O.Claud. 279, where the
address is clear, all show that the recipients are Paniskos and Herminos, and
the senders Herakleides and Dionysios.20 This is further confirmed by the
word order, as to›w émfot°roiw agrees better with Paniskos and Herminos
than with the other two names. I have not found parallels where the head
and to›w émfot°roiw were discontinous in such a way that another pair of
names would have been placed between the head and its attribute.

Although there are two recipients, they are later addressed in the
second singular which is quite a common practice in these letters (e.g. 227;
228; 238 etc.). However, the senders refer to themselves in plural, although
it is common to use singular even in that case, as the actual writer often
considers himself the head of the personal pronoun. The confusion of cases
in the salutary formula may, of course, be just a lapse, but it is fairly certain
that the writer was an Egyptian. Further evidence to this is the ignorance of
the antecedent of the relative pronoun (l. 10 ë pro ˜) and the confusion of
voiced and voiceless dentals even in script (demax¤vn pro temax¤vn).21

The letter of a Patrempabathes (272) shares the above mentioned
characteristics, and it is clearly written by a person whose native language
was Egyptian. His name is Egyptian, too, and it has not been recorded
earlier.22 The use of émfotero is extraordinary and gives little credit to the
writer's Greek skills (I understand the editor's stressing é`mfot°ro as if it
were é`mfot°ro(iw), but the word is whole, and the place of the stress is odd
as it is. The word should be left unstressed):

(272) Patrempabãyhw / t`o`[›w] t`r`is‹ Bhsar¤vn ka‹ / [...]emvn ka‹ ÑErm›now /
é̀mfotero xa¤rein…

It seems that there are three recipients, but their names are not
inflected. The beginning of the 2nd line is very worn, but -isi is clear. The
editor reads the numeral 'three' which, if it really is a number, is correctly
put in the dative, although its use is somewhat strange. However, there are

                                           
20 See also Bingen, O. Claud. II, 113–114.
21 On relative clauses, see Vierros (above n. 9). On the interchange of voiced/voiceless
stops, see G. Horrocks, Greek. A History of the Language and its Speakers, London –
New York 1997, 62.
22 J. Bingen (above n. 20) 102.
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examples of numerals used in this way.23 The conjecture teis‹ gives the
impression that there were three persons who had the same father (cf.
P.Fam.Tebt. 44, see note 23), though this is surely not the intention of the
writer. But there is no doubt that by é`mfotero all the recipients are meant.

Should we then, on the basis of all above, draw a conclusion that the
word émfÒteroi has been subject to a semantic derivation which has
expanded its meaning to 'all'? This conclusion seems to have been made by
some philologists (see note 1 and below). Let us have a closer look at the
other data.

3. Acts of the Apostles

J.B. Bury suggested already at the end of the 19th century that the word
really expanded its meaning from 'both' to 'all', and after his articles in the
Classical Review and Byzantinische Zeitung, the assumed semantic
derivation has been generally approved.24 According to Bury, the change
was, however, late, starting from the 10th century at the earliest, in spite of
some examples in the Acts of the Apostles.25 These instances together with
some papyrological data are, however, worth of some discussion.

It is generally considered that the Acts were written in ca. 80–90,
perhaps in Rome.26 The writer writes good and rather old-fashioned Greek.
The passage 19.14–16 of the Acts refers to the seven sons of Skeuas the
érxiereÊw who were attacked by a man possessed by an evil spirit. The
commonly approved text has katakurieÊsaw   émfot°rvn   ‡sxuse (=tÚ
pneËma tÚ ponhrÒn) kat'aÈt«n. The Vulgata follows the Greek text and
has here et dominatus amborum, invaluit contra eos. There are, however,

                                           
23 See, e.g., P.Fam.Tebt. 44, AD 188–9: ént¤gra(fon) é`nafor¤ou. OÈaler¤ƒ [t]“ ka‹
FilantinÒƒ ka‹ Filan`tinÒƒ t“ ka‹ ÑHr≈d˙ é`[mfot°roiw Filanti]nÒou toË ka‹
Nilãmmvnow ka‹ ÑHrakle¤& ka`‹ DidÊm˙ ka‹ Filoserãpidi   to›w tris‹   Lusimãxou toË
[ka‹ DidÊmou ÉAntinoe]Ë`si parå PisãÛtow Diogç épÚ k≈m(hw) Ker`k`esoÊxv`[n] ÖVr`ouw
Pol(°mvnow) m̀er¤d̀[o]ẁ.
24 J.B. Bury, "ÉAmfÒteroi in Later Greek", CR 11 (1897) 393–395; Eb. Nestle,
"ÉAmfÒteroi = alle mit einander", Berliner philologische Wochenschrift 47 (1900)
1467–1468, and again J.B. Bury, " ÉAmfÒteroi for pãntew", ByzZ 11 (1902) 111. Cf. A.
Bülow-Jacobsen, O. Claud. II, 44; Bingen (above n. 20) 260, note 3.
25 Act. Ap. 19.14–16 and 23.8.
26 I wish to express my warmest thanks to Ismo Dunderberg for this information.
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some variants in the manuscripts which may originally be interpolations to
the text, and even émfot°rvn has sometimes been substituted by the
standard aÈt«n.27 It is difficult to explain the meaning otherwise than 'all' or
'each'. However, the next passage has pçsin: toËto d¢ §g°neto gnvstÚn
pçsin ÉIouda¤oiw te ka‹ ÜEllhsi to›w katoikoËsi tØn ÖEfeson. The
difference is that in the first case there is a set of sons, seven in number, who
were attacked by the man each in turn. Even if a man was possessed by an
evil spirit, he could hardly attack seven men together. The other passage
simply tells that all Jews and Greeks in Ephesus heard of this incident.

The second passage, Act. 23.8, refers to three entities: Saddouka›oi
går l°gousin mØ e‰nai énãstasin mÆte êggelon mÆte pneËma, Farisa›oi
d¢ ımologoËsin   tå émfÒtera  . Vulgata has Pharisei autem utraque
confitentur. Later in this passage the holy spirit and angels are made a pair
because both were capable of linguistic communication, lale›n:  efi d¢
pneËma §lãlhsen aÈt“ μ êggelow (Act. 23.9). It does not change, however,
the fact that   tå émfÒtera    refers to three. The crucial question is, where did
this use of émfÒteroi come from? I suggest that its origin lies in the
formulaic legal language, where the difference between "x and y =
émfÒteroi" and "x or y = • k ã t e r o i" was sometimes confused. This
confusion takes place, for instance, in an idiom used to confirm the
repayment of a loan.28 The normal formula "x shall have the right of
execution upon y together or singly or upon which ever x pleases..." can be
seen in P. Amh. 2, 49, 6–9 (108 BC):

ka‹ ≤ prçjiw ¶stvi Filoum°nhi ¶k te t«n dedaneism°nvn   §j •nÚw ka‹ •kãstou   
ka‹ §j o ín aflr∞tai ka‹ §k t«n ÍparxÒntvn aÈto›w pãntvn, ...

Sometimes this idiom was longer, which may have helped the
confusion, cf. P. Grenf. 1, 18, 25–27 (131 BC):

≤ d¢ prçjiw ¶stv ÉApollvn¤a[i] §j émfot°rvn t«n dedaneism°nvn, ka‹ §j
•nÚw ka‹ •kãstou aÈt«n, ka‹ §j o ean (= ên) aflr∞tai, ka‹ §k t«n ÍparxÒntvn
aÈto›w pãntvn, ...

When confusion happened, the result was, in a way, opaque, as in P.
Rein. 16, 32–34 (109 BC):

                                           
27 At least two MS (V [Athos, VIII–IX saec.] and Sura Vulgata [V saec.] have eorum
omnium and the 1893 version of the British Biblical Society has aÈt«n.
28 Mayser (above n. 1) 94.
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≤ d¢ [pr]çjiw ¶stv Dionus¤vi toË dane¤ou §k te aÈt«n Dionus¤ou ka‹
[Sa]rap¤adow t«n progegramm°nvn ka‹ §j •nÚw ka‹ par' émfot°rvn ka‹ par'
o ên aÈt«n noÆtai ka‹ §k t«n ÍparxÒntvn aÈto›w pãntvn, ...

The conclusion we may draw from this is that legal language has
influenced the writer of the Acts. In both cases the word is used in a meaning
'each (in turn)' which, in my opinion, is a hypercorrect use of émfÒteroi. It
originates from the writer's confusion between the words •kãteroi and
émfÒteroi and from his tendency to write in a high register which has
overcross from the legal language. The use is clearly idiolectic and
exceptional, since there seem to be no parallels in the NT or elsewhere.

The development in the other papyrological material is different, but I
argue that even there the reason lies in a formulaic language, but the
confusion between both and all (together) was strengthened by
misunderstanding and imperfect learning. Some later papyri show clearly
the path to this confusion.

4. Path to Confusion

The word is generally used in the opening lines of letters or in receipts and
contracts where usually two or more persons are mentioned. The most
common type is "X to A and B, both this or that", cf. BGU 8, 1811, 8/7 BC:

[EÈ]rÊloxow Je¤nvi ka‹ [ÉAr]temid≈rvi émfot°roiw SatÊrou ka‹ [t]a›w
toÊtvn gunaij‹ ka‹ [t]°knoiw...

'Eurylokhos to Xeinos and Artemidoros, both sons of Satyros, and to their wifes
and children...'

This formula could be modified to the following type (O.Petr. 22, AD
2):

Pan¤sk(ow) ÉIsid≈rò(u) Nikãnvri ka‹ Peteasm∞fi émfot°ròiw x(a¤rein).

'Paniskos, son of Isidoros, to Nikanor and Peteasmephis both, greetings.'

A typical opening formula is also of the form "A and B, both of the
position..., to X". This goes, for example, as follows (P. Sakaon 15, date AD
308):

AÈrÆlioi Ptolem[a›ow] boul(eutØw) ka‹ PanneËw égor(anomÆsaw)    émfÒteroi  
§pim[el](hta‹) kriy∞w AÈrhl¤ƒ Pahs¤v épÚ k≈m[(∞w)] Yeadelf¤aw xa›rein.
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'The Aurelii Ptolemaios, councillor, and Panneus, formerly agoranomos, both
supervisors from the collection of barley. To Aurelius Paësios, from the village of
Theadelphia, greeting.'29

Here the reference is unambiguous. Aurelius Ptolemaios and Aurelius
Panneus are referred to with the word émfÒteroi in its original meaning
'both'.

However, sometimes the syntax is not so transparent. See the
following (P. Sakaon 12, date AD 298, l. 6-9):

AÈ[r]Ælioi ÑHrvne›now, ka‹ Filãdelfow k`a‹ ÉA`y`anãsiow,   émfÒteroi 
§jhg(hteÊsantew) ÉAlej(andre¤aw), ka‹ Serhn¤vn gumn(asiarxÆsaw),
dekã(prvtoi) w-h/ to(parx¤aw Yem¤stou mer¤dow.

'Aurelii Heroninos, Philadelphos also called Athanasios, both formerly exegetai
of Alexandria, and Serenion, formerly gymnasiarch, dekaprotoi of the 6th-8th
toparchy of the Themistos division'.

The syntax is here more opaque, since the other person had a double
name Filãdelfow (ı) k`a‹ ÉA`y`anãsiow. Double names were very common
in Egypt, and the article was sometimes omitted like here. The signatures at
the end of the papyrus show without any doubts that this interpretation is
correct. However, at a quick glance or due to a careless attitude, this kind of
pair was easily misunderstood30 and the following discontinous syntax
increased the confusion even more (P. Sakaon 11, date AD 296 or 297 [the
chronology has little importance, as here I am not giving a linear
development but the reasons for the confusion]):

AÈrÆlioi ÑHrvn›now, ka‹ ÉAyanãsiow ka‹ Filãdelfow, ka‹ Serhn¤vn,
émfÒteroi   §jhg(hteÊsantew) ÉAlejandr¤aw, dekãprotoi w ka‹ h toparxe¤aw
Yem¤stou mer¤dow.

'Aurelii Heroninos, Athanasios also called Philadelphos, and Serenion, both
formerly exegetai of Alexandria, dekaprotoi of the 6th-and-8th toparchy of the
Themistos division.'

The signatures show that all three persons were dekaprotoi but only

                                           
29 Translations by the editor.
30 This has happened in the 4th edition of Bauer's Dictionary (above n. 1), and hence
transferred to the English version of that dictionary by W. Arndt – W. Gingrich, A Greek
– English Dictionary of the New Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, s.v.
émfÒteroi, where in P. Gen. 69.4. the word is given as an example of the meaning 'all',
but it refers correctly to two not four persons.
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Heroninos and Philadelphos had been exegetai of Alexandria. Nevertheless,
the word order is not transparent, and, therefore, a non-native Greek speaker
can easily analyse the clause so that émfÒteroi has all three persons as its
head. This is made very clear in an, perhaps, even more Egyptian social
context (P. Gen. 67, 3-5, date AD 382):

ı m o l o g o Ë s i n  é l l Æ l o i w  É A u r Æ l i o i  É A m m v n i a n Ú w  P e k u s [ ¤ ] o u  k a ‹  É A [ s ] ã e i w 
ÑAtrh31 ka‹ ÉApfoËw MaÊrou ka‹ Pouår ÉAt¤vn[o]w    émfot°rvn    épÚ k≈mhw
Filadelf¤aw toË ÉArsin[o]¤tou nomoË.

'Aurelii Ammonianos son of Pekysios and Asaeis son of Hatres and Apfus son of
Mauros and Pouar son of Ation, all from the village Philadelphia of the Arsinoite
nome, agree (the following).' (My translation)

Here there are four persons, all of which seem to have an Egyptian
background. They were illiterate, see l.18–20: AÈrÆliow Klamãsiow
grammat[›]on ¶graca Íp¢r aÈt«n grammãtvn mØ fidÒtvn.

The scribe was, as far as I can judge, an Egyptian who shows the
already familiar difficulties with the Greek cases writing émfot°rvn pro
émfÒteroi. In my opinion it is evident that the scribe did not know the exact
meaning of the word, but used it as an element in the formula referring to all
parts of the contract. Thus I suggest that it was this kind of context that gave
birth to the use of émfÒteroi with reference to more that two. As we have
seen above the Mons Claudianus ostraca show clearly that this confusion
existed already in the turn of the first and second century. It seems also that
some writers favoured formulas which they have learnt well even if they
were not correct. Thus, the most of the Mons Claudianus examples showing
this confusion come from Dioskoros. Next I discuss some later instances
which have been considered to bear evidence for the change of meaning.

5. Byzantine and Modern use

Bury very plausibly showed that the majority of the Byzantine examples,
where émfÒteroi seems to mean 'all', have the original meaning of the word
'both'. He emphasised that phrases with émfÒteroi had to do with grouping

                                           
31 The name is Htr 'twin' which is transliterated in Greek as ÑAyre, ÑAyrhw, ÑAyrihw,
ÑAtrhw, gen. ÑAtrhtow (usually), Demotisches Namenbuch, E. Lüddeckens & alii (eds.),
Wiesbaden 1980–2000, Band I, Lief. 12, s.v.
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of two different entities together, thus being in line with the normal use of
the word.32 But he also found a couple of examples where the original
meaning seemed to have changed. These had to do with arithmetics. The
passage which he cites contains calculations of the naval and military budget
titled Diå toË proxr°ou where wages of officials are listed and summed
up.33 The sum is declared using an idiom ginÒmena émfÒtera. Bury
suggested that the semantic expansion might have been the result of a
reanalysis of this arithmethic idiom used in addition: gi(g)nÒmena émfÒtera
which meant 'together' or 'total' or our '='.

Arithmetic addition was more difficult with the Greek numbers than
with our 10 as there was no zero and the numbers totalled as many as 27.
The method of teaching children to add seems to have been grouping into
pairs, e.g., (((a+b)+c)+d)+e. As a result of this, émfÒtera was, in fact,
correct, as it referred to the last pair, d+e.34

It is, indeed, true that this kind of semantic derivation from technical
to a more general one sometimes happens – there are numerous examples in
the modern languages. I believe, however, that it has not happened in this
case, even if Bury argued so. Let us have some further evidence.

It is, in a way, surprising that the new Lexikon der byzantinischen
Gräzität, fasc. 1 has not included the word émfÒteroi among the entries.35

All the entries which have this stem are combined words with émfotero- as
their first part. They all have a meaning referring to 'both' or 'double' or
'two'.36 This is solid evidence against a general and widely used semantic
change.

                                           
32 Bury (above n. 24) 394–5.
33 Constantine Porph. De cer. 656, lines 11, 15, and 17, (ed.) Bonn. J.J. Reiske's 1829–30
Bonn edition is still the only full edition of Constantine Porphyrogennetus' De cerimoniis
aulae Byzantinae.
34 Bury (above n. 24) 395. General information for teaching arithmetics, e.g. S. F.
Bonner, Education in Ancient Rome, 1977, 180–181; E. Ziebarth, Aus dem griechischen
Schulwesen, Leipzig/Berlin 1914, 29–31; P. Collant, "A l'école avec les petits grecs" CE
11 (1936) 489–507; H. Maehler, "Die griechische Schule in Ptolemäischen Ägypten", in
E. van't Dack, P. van Dessel and W van Gucht (eds.), Egypt and the Hellenistic World.
Proceedings of the International Colloquium. Leuven, 24–26 May, 1982 (Studia
Hellenistica 27), 1983, 191–203.
35 Lexikon der byzantinischen Gräzität. 1. fasc. Erstellt von E. Trapp, Wien 1994.
36 Ssvv. émfoter¤zv, émfoterÒglvssow, émfoterodej¤vsiw, émfoteroprÒsvpow,
émfoterÒfyalmow.
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Bury argued that some examples from the medieval Greek literature
show, however, that the meaning 'all' was possible at that time. I would like
to suggest, though, that even there the grouping into pairs is the most
common reason for the use of the word. Bury suggested that in Digenis
Akritas there are some clear examples of the change from 'both' to 'all'. As
evidence he cited Dig. Akr. II 244: ka‹ émfÒteroi pareuyÁw efiw tÚn
gambrÚn efis∞lyon… 'and they (both) went at once to the brother-in-law'
(my translation).37 But this example does not show that there had been a
change of meaning. In fact, even here we have the original meaning: a kind
of pair consisting of the sister and her brothers who both went to the brother-
in-law, i.e. sister's husband (cf. II 221 where the confused girl first goes to
her brothers having her hair loose and tangled). In another occasion, where
only the brothers are referred to, the text has another pronoun: s¢ går    ofl
pãntew   ¶xomen cuxØn ka‹ yumhd¤an (II 240).

In other passages where a pair is not a possible interpretation, we also
find the normal ˜loi: ka‹    ̃loi   saw énatr°xete ép°sv efiw ``<tÚ> potãmin
(1720) 'and run all of you to the river away from here' and ka‹ …sån tå
e‡dete, égoËroi mou, <eÈyÁw> §fÊgete ˜loi (1723) 'and when you see that,
my sons, escape all at once' (my translations).38 The speaker does not
include himself in his command.

In his Lexicon of Medieval Greek Emmanuil Kriaras gives the entry
émfÒteroi the meaning '˜loi maz¤'.39 He gives various examples, which,
after a close analysis, all turn out to include some sort of grouping into pairs.
In the Chronicle of Morea the word is seldom used, but we find a couple of
instances which give more light to its later use. Consider, for example
Chron. Mor. H 2832 and H 4279:40

boulØ íw ¶xvme émfÒteroi m¢ t¤ trÒpon ka‹ strãtan
nå polemÆsvmen ka‹ aÈtå nå tå ¶xvmen kerd¤sei.

'Let us take counsel together as to the manner and campaign
with which we should fight to win them
(= the castles of Nauplion and Monemvasia) as well.'

                                           
37 Digenis Akritas, Poema anonimo bizantino a cura di P. Odorico, Firenze 1995.
38 Dighenis Akritis, Versione dell'Estorial, a cura di F. Rizzo Nervo, Messina 1996.
39 E. Kriarãw, LejikÚ t∞w mesaivnik∞w •llhnik∞w dhm≈douw grammate›aw 1100-1669,
tÒmow B, Yessalon¤kh 1971, s.v.
40 H = codex Hauniensis.
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toË kayenÚw §d≈kasin prÚw tØn oÈs¤an ˜pou e‰xen,
ka‹ metå taËta §kl°jasin émfÒtero¤ touw ˜loi
…w ênyrvpon timi≈teron ka‹ fronim≈terÒn touw,
k' §po›kan tÚn pat°ra mou »w érxhgÚn efiw ˜louw.

'each was given according to his rank,
and afterwards all of them together elected
my father, as the most honest and prudent man among them,
and made him commander over all'.41

The interpretation of the first example is clear enough. Again there is
a pair, I and you, as the speaker separates himself from the others, as is
explicitly mentioned in H 2830: ka‹ oÏtvw e‰pe prÚw aÈtoÊw. They had to
keep a meeting to decide together what measures they should take for
capturing the two castles.

The other example is more complex and the text is different in P,42

where we read éfÒteroi ofl pãntew. In any case, in H, there is a contrast
between émfÒteroi and ˜loi which suggests that there is also a difference
in semantics. The syntax of the clause is clumsy. If the text is correct as it is
preserved in H, the words émfÒteroi and ˜loi are in agreement, but touw is
strange. It seems to be a possessive pronoun with the preceeding word as its
head as in Modern Greek (e.g. ta paidiã touw 'their children'). A gloss
translation could be 'both of them all' being really 'all of them together' =
˜loi maz¤ in modern Greek, which must be what is meant. It seems that the
word émfÒteroi as opposed with ˜loi also had a meaning that the lords all
decided as if in pairs, one after another. This is further confirmed by the
consecutive clause at the end of the sentence: »w érxhgÚn efiw ˜louw. He
became the lord of them all, it is not a sequential process anymore. As a
conclusion of this semantic analysis, I take one more example from the
Chronicle of Morea (H 147-8):

efiw tÚn §rxÒmenon kairÒn, efiw tÚ ¶mpa toË ÉApril¤ou,
émfÒteroi nå §sm¤jousin, n'ép°lyoun stØn Sur¤an.

'In the following year, at the beginning of April,
they would come together, to go to Syria.'

This example includes grouping again. There are two groups, the

                                           
41 Translation by H.E. Lurier, Crusaders and Conquerors. The Chronicle of Morea, New
York – London 1964.
42 P = codex Parisiensis.
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Count of Champagne and the other captains, who had earlier decided 'that
they would go, each to his own lands, to make ready for the expedition'
(H145-6). One after another they would then come together (including the
Count of Champagne) in the springtime to go to Syria.

From the above examples the semantic difference between ˜loi,
pãntew and émfÒteroi can be seen. The last is always used in connection
with some group consisting at least two different parties whereas the other
two do not share this function. It should be remarked, ultimately, that the
word émfÒteroi is not used anymore in standard Demotic Greek, where
'both' is 'kai oi dÊo'. The word is still used in learned language, and its
meaning is exclusively 'both'.43 It is used in various contexts. There is a
fresh example of its use in an article, where the writer favours other learned
expressions as well:

H emmonÆ Òmvw se mia folklÒr ekdoxÆ tou drãmatow thw istor¤aw
katad¤kase se apotux¤a dhmiourgoÊw san thn polÊtimh Lud¤a KoniÒrdou Æ
thn eua¤syhth Sab¤na Giannãtou (   amfÒterew   °kanan ntou°to me ton Gi≈rgo
Ntalãra, ...).44

'...both sang a duet with Giorgos Dalaras'.

It can also be used in literary Greek translations:

... °na oxurÒ pou diekd¤khsan Bretano¤ kai Gãlloi, ≈spou, afoÊ
ejantlÆyhkan    amfÒteroi  , °pese sta x°ria tvn Amerikan≈n.45

'... a fort fought over by the British and French until wearing them out, it fell into
the hands of the Americans' (English original).46

                                           
43 See G.D. Mpampini≈thw, LejikÒ thw N°aw EllhnikÆw gl≈ssaw, 2. ed. Athens 2002,
s.v. émfÒteroi: to amfÒteroi dhl≈nei monolektikã Ò,ti dhl≈netai perifrastikã
stiw frãseiw 'kai oi dÊo / kai o °naw kai o ãllow maz¤'.
44 M. Stefan¤dihw, GIALINO MATI. H katãra thw Ayhnãw in ON OFF, Kuriakãtikh,
ELEUYEROTUPIA, 1.6.2003, 54.
45 J. Eugenides, Middlesex 2003. Greek translation by ÄAnna PapastaÊrou, 119–120. I
am grateful to Reetta Ihalainen for showing me these instances.
46 J. Eugenides, Middlesex, paperback ed. 2003, 79. The Greek translation means
literally 'as they both exhausted their strength'.
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6. Conclusions

The above examples show that émfÒteroi did not undergo a real semantic
change from 'both' to 'alltogether', but obviously its function became more
obscure than the original narrow use attested in the Greek literature up until
Late Antiquity. Its use in legal language created a confusion between 'both =
x and y' and 'each of two = x or y'. This meant that the meaning 'each (in
turn)' gained some ground, at least idiolectically. The writer of the Acts of
the Apostles seems to have used the word hypercorrectly as he aimed at a
high register, but his way of using the word did not become popular, nor did
it effect permanent change.

Formulaic use also created semantic confusion which originated in a
non-native speech community. In letters and contracts émfÒteroi came to
be used as a typical part of the opening clause, and sometimes its reference
was ambiguous. Therefore, the semantic extension was due to a
misunderstanding of the Greek idioms. The Mons Claudianus letters are an
early example of L2 user's confusion in using Greek epistolary idioms. The
multicultural context of these letters is obvious creating thus interference
which had effect on the Greek variety in question.

I have argued that the use of émfÒteroi in the meaning 'all' has a very
narrow papyrological context of imperfect learning and carelesness. The
morphosyntax of the letters and other documents, where the word is used in
this meaning, shows many traces of imperfect learning. Interference from
Egyptian can be seen also in the form of careless use of Greek case-endings.
The writers of the documents were obviously familiar with Greek epistolary
and, at least some, legal idioms, but their full understanding of the meaning
of these idioms was defective. In the letters of Mons Claudianus the phrase
émfot°roiw to›w filtãtoiw/édelfo›w is a typical greeting formula which
was attached politely to the names of the recipients without proper
understanding of its original meaning. It was mainly used idiolectically, as
the majority of the attestations comes from the letters of Dioskoros, who has
many other morphosyntactic idiosyncrasies as well.

Medieval use confirms that in normal use the word was always
connected to some sort of grouping into pairs, and in modern Greek the
word belongs to a learned language, and its meaning is always 'both'. The
expanding of the meaning of émfÒteroi is, thus, sociolinguistic: it is an
example of hypercorrect use as regards the writer of the Acts of the Apostles,
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and an example of imperfect learning as regards the Mons Claudianus and
other documentary material, but it did not have permanent results which
would have effected a semantic change.
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